Foulard
A light and summery model, to knit with color!
For this scarf, the indications given allow to
make a very personalized work, because you
will be able to alternate the fancy points as you
wish with the base of jstocking stitch.
Material :
2 balls of Zauberball Cotton Schoppel Wolle
needles 3,5mm
Points and abbreviations :
k : knit
p : purl
Yo : yarn over
*...* : repeat the motive between *and* as many times as necessary
sl : slip stitch knitwise.
Seed Stitch :
row 1 ( rignt side row) : *k1, p1*
rows 2 and 4 ( wrong side rows) : knit the stitches as they are.
row 3 : *p1, k1*
Repeat these 4 rows.
Devil stitch :
row 1 : sl2, k2, *Yo, p3, bind of the 1st stitch over the 2 following purl stitches
*, finish with k3.
rows 2 and 4: sl2, purl all the following stitches and finish the row with k2.
row 3 : sl2, k1, *k3, ind of the 1st stitch over the 2 following knit stitches, Yo*,
finish with k4.

Repeat these 4 rows.
Stocking stitch :
right side row : knit.
Wrong side row : purl.
Repeat these 2 rows. .
Gauge :10x10xm,Stocking stitch : 28st/26 rows.

Tip: Do you have a kitchen scale? It can be very useful for this work, and others,

because when you knit your first 28 rows, take the time to weigh your ball, note
the weight remaining. So, for the end of your knitting, you'll know how many
grams you'll need for the remaining 28 rows and use your wool optimally, by

regularly weighing your ball and knitting the pattern until you have the weight
to do it. the end of your scarf.
Work :
Cast on 100 sts, make 16 rows of seed stitch. Then make 12 rows of devil stitch.
Continue with stocking stitch, starting each row (right side and wrong side) in
sl2 and finishing each row (both sides) in k2. When you feel the height of stocking
stitch enough, take the point of devil on 12 rows, then go on with the stocking
stitch. Do this until you have enough thread to finish with 12 rows of devil
followed by 16 rows of seed stitch. Bind off the 100 sts loosely, take in the
threads, wash the work, stretch it slightly.
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